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Living

KELLER, Texas — For four hours at a
megachurch outside of Dallas, pastors of col-
or shared their personal stories of leading a
multiethnic church.

One, a lead pastor of a Southern Baptist
congregation in Salt Lake City, recalled the
“honest conversations” he had with his 10-
member leadership team before it agreed
that he would present “both sides” of the
controversy over quarterback Colin Kaeper-
nick’s kneeling protests at NFL games.

A founding elder of a fledgling Cincinnati
congregation expressed satisfaction with
her “phenomenal church,” but said “Lift Ev-
ery Voice and Sing” — a hymn often called
the “black national anthem” that most Afri-
can American churchgoers learn in child-
hood — is so rarely featured at her multieth-

nic church that her younger daughter
learned it instead from Beyonce’s version. 

A pastor of a church in Atlanta adapted
his multicultural services so that its prayers,
food and sermon illustrations included not
only traditions of blacks and whites but
those of a member from India, who had not-
ed that his culture had not been acknowl-
edged.

Those leaders, who met at Mosaix Global
Network’s Multiethnic Church Conference in
November, are part of a decades-long, still
burgeoning movement to integrate Christian
worship services, aiming to refute the oft-
quoted saying by the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. that Sunday mornings are the most segre-
gated time of the week in the United States.

In 1998, 6% of congregations of all faiths
in the U.S. could be described as multiracial;
in 2019, according to preliminary findings,
16% met that definition. In that time frame,

mainline Protestant multiracial congrega-
tions rose from 1% to 11%; their Catholic
counterparts rose from 17% to 24%; and
evangelical Protestant multiracial congrega-
tions rose from 7% to 23%.

Michael Emerson, a professor of sociology
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and
co-author of “Divided by Faith: Evangelical
Religion and the Problem of Race in Amer-
ica,” said recent research seems to indicate
that multiethnic congregations are continu-
ing to sprout up at an “impressive” rate.
“They’re growing faster than I would have
thought,” said Emerson in an interview
about his ongoing work with scholars at Bay-
lor and Duke universities.

The rapid growth can sometimes obscure
the fact that life in a multiracial church isn’t
always easy. Mosaix co-founder Mark DeY-
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Radical reformer Elizabeth Cady Stanton lived with
her family in Seneca Falls, New York (site of the first
national women’s rights convention in 1848). Stanton
was an eloquent orator alongside her colleagues Lu-
cretia Mott, Susan B. Anthony and others, speaking in
congregations when invited. Yet there was one thing
that irritated her about churches almost as much as
their resistance to equality of the sexes: bells. She ob-
served: “On Sunday we had the bells of six churches all
going at the same time.” Before people lived so close
together in towns and before they owned clocks,
church bells were useful. Now, “bells are not only use-
less, but they are a terrible nuisance to invalids and
nervous people.” Then, perhaps with a twinkle in her
eye, she wrote: “If I am ever so fortunate as to be elect-
ed a member of a town council, my first efforts will be

toward the suppression of bells.” Stanton never hes-
itated to chime in with her opinions!

Walking deep into the woods one Sunday morning, I
imagined that I was entering a living temple. A poem
formed in my mind with each step on the trail. By the
time I paused for lunch on a boulder, by a small stream
beneath the redwoods, I jotted down these simple
phrases: “I hear the bells of nature’s church, so, on my
cap, and off to search … I bend to grasp my walking-
stick, and saunter deep to forest thick … The wooden
door swings wide to show, a stream and falls in full-
singing flow; I sit to listen on a boulder pew, with a
smile of knowing I’m of the chosen few.” In my mind’s
eye, a wise owl on a low branch became my preacher:
“For the owl herself had only said, what I already knew,
what I’d already read; The scriptures and sermons, the
choirs and prayer, are open to everyone any time there;
There in the wild inspiring places, the congregants
greet you with furry, feathery faces; Your fellow pa-
rishioners shuffle, scurry, slither and fly, teach like the
trees, the mountains, the sky.” The benediction of that
poetic verse was: “If you are listening and open each
day, you might hear the bells, as they gladly, out there,

call away.”
The poem was an expression of something I’ve felt

for years: Nature is its own sanctuary. It’s “bells” ring
out every day, calling us to be attentive to the inspiring
lessons we most need to hear and practice. Do we real-
ly want to be called into a closed space, shielded from
the natural world, beckoned to one faith or another?
Should we have to cover our ears along with Stanton at
the cacophony of bells, or might we suggest bird-calls
instead? (Cardinal Catholics? Perch-byterians? Bat-
ists? Episcop-Owl-ians?).

When he was in Paris in 1797, Thomas Paine wrote:
“As to bells, they are a public nuisance. If one profes-
sion is to have bells, and another has the right to use
the instruments of the same kind, or any other noisy
instrument, some may choose to meet at the sound of
cannon, another at the beat of drum, another at the
sound of trumpets, and so on, until the whole becomes
a scene of general confusion.”

Wouldn’t that be something to see … or hear? A con-
gregation decides to call people to prayer or worship 

Listen closely for the bells of nature’s church
Highland Views
Chris Highland
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